
Secure your 
LTO-9 order 
today! 

Quantum is offering LTO-9 full-height drives for its Scalar® libraries, models: i6000, i6, i500, 
and half-height drives for Scalar i3, Standalone Drives, and SuperLoader® 3.

For more information about Quantum tape automation and LTO technology, visit www.quantum.com/lto-9.

*Assumes 2.5:1 Compression

WHAT’S NEW WITH LTO-9:
The innovation continues with the latest generation of LTO, offering more capacity and better performance  
(over 1400% of LTO-5). LTO generation 9 specifications include previously introduced features, such as multi-layer 
security support via hardware-based encryption, and WORM (Write-Once, Read-Many) functionality. The new LTO 
generation 9 specifications include full backward read and write compatibility with LTO generation 8 cartridges. 

Feature LTO-9 
Native/Compressed

Capacity 18 TB / up to 45 TB*
Full-Height (FH) Drive Performance 400 MB/sec and up to 1,000 MB*/sec
Half High (HH) Drive Performance 300 MB/sec and up to 750 MB*/sec
Read Compatibility LTO-9 (L9), LTO-8 (L8)
Write Compatibility LTO-9 (L9), LTO-8 (L8)

Quantum’s tape libraries with LTO-9  
efficiently secure your long-term ‘cold’ storage 
and protect it from ransomware or any malware.
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Quantum technology, software, and services provide the solutions that today’s organizations need to make video and other unstructured data smarter – so their data works for them 
and not the other way around. With over 40 years of innovation, Quantum’s end-to-end platform is uniquely equipped to orchestrate, protect, and enrich data across its lifecycle, 
providing enhanced intelligence and actionable insights. Leading organizations in cloud services, entertainment, government, research, education, transportation, and enterprise IT 
trust Quantum to bring their data to life, because data makes life better, safer, and smarter. Quantum is listed on Nasdaq (QMCO) and the Russell 2000® Index. For more information 
visit www.quantum.com.
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